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The monotone asymmeqic travelling salesman poiytope p; is defined to be the convex hull of 
the incidence vectors of all hamiltonian circuits and ail subsets of these in a complete digraph of 
orde:r n. We prove that certain hypohamiltonian digraphs G = (V, E), i.e. digraphs which are 
not hamiltonian but such that G - II is hamiltonian for all u E V, induce facets ~(15)~ n- I of 
@.. This result indicates that p+ has kery complicated facets and that it is very unlikely that an 
explicit complete characterization of & can ever be given. 
uction and notation 
In this paper we show that the intractability of the asymmetric travelling 
salesman problem ( ATSY) is -1osely related with the difficulty of characterizing 
hlypohamiltonian drgraphs. We associate with the n-city ATSP a polytope p; 
which has the property that every ATSP can be solved as a linear maximization 
problem over && Then we show that certain hypohamiltonian digraphs (cf. [S]) 
induce facets of &. 
These results indicate that the polytope pp is very complex, and that it is most 
unlikely that a complete explicit characterization of pi;. can ever be found. 
A digraph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V of nodes and a set E of ordered 
pairs of distinct elements of V called LZTCS. If e = (u, u) E I.3 then u and II ar,= called 
tbndnodes of e, II is said to be the initial node and u the terminal no& of e ; u and 
1) are called neighbours. IV1 is the order of 6. The set of all al:s in E havirlg both 
endnodes is1 a subset W of V is denoted by E( . If 1 VI = 12, then -1E, is the set of 
all ordered pairs (u, v), ck # v, of elements of V, and the digraph K, = (V EJ is 
t:alled complete. 
A non-empty set of arcs 
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where ui # q for i # j, is called 2 pat!- ol; length k - 1 and is denoted by 
[ u,,uz,. -9 U,] If (Uk. U&Z E then c:= PU(r !)k, u I)} is called a circuit of length k 
and is denoted by (u,, v2,. . . , uk). A circuit (path) of length 1 VI (I V( - 1) is called 
hamihonizn: such a circuit is also called a t:?~. (3iven a digraph G = (V, E) then 
G - u is the digraph with node set V -{v} an :I al4 arcs in E which do not contain 
the node u. 
efiinition 1.1. Let G = ( V, E) be a digraph. 
(a) G is calEed irarnilfonic~rz if G contains 3. hamiltonian circuit. 
(b) G is called hypoha niltoniun if 
(b,) G is not hamiltonian and 
(b,) G - u is hamiltonian for all u E V. 
For U. u E V we define G -(u, v) to be the digraph (V, E -((u, v)} and G + 
(u, ~1) the digraph (V, E U{( u, v)}). If a digraph G has a property T, then G is 
called maximal (minimal) with respect to 7~ if G + (u, v) (G - (1.4, u)) does not 
have property rr for all pairs (u, v) q! _E (( U, U) c: E). o+(u) resp. w-(u) is the st:t of 
all arcs 3aving u as its initial resp. terminal nade: o(z)) = W’(U) CJo-(II). d’(u) = 
lo’(u)l is called outdegr- 7-L of u; d-(u) = 1~ -( u)l is called in&gree of u, and 
d(u) = d”(u)+d-(u) is cakl degree of u. 
The asymmetric trabelli ng salesman problem (ATSP) is the problem of finding 
the sh 3rtest hamiltonian circuit in a weighted complete digraph. The nodes o ’ the 
digraph can be interpreted as cities and the wiglhts as the distances betweer the 
cities. We can associate a polytspe having (0, I)-vertices with t’he ATSP ir the 
followiflg way 
Let K, = ( V, E,,) be the complete digraph or1 rz nodes. Let Cij E R be th,: weights 
associated wilh the arcs (i, j) and let f,, be the set of arc sets which are 
hamiklnian circuits or subsets of hamiltonian circuits in K,,. With eack arc 
e = (i, j:f E E, we associate a variable x, = xii, and with each TE T,,, we associare an 
incidence uecfw x T, i.e. a vector such that XT=: 1 if e E T and XT= 0 otherwise:. As 
!E,)=n(n--l)=:m wehavexTER”. The car: cx hull &- of the incidence vectors 
of all tours 2 nd subsets of tours is called! (nlorrotonc~) asyrnmehic tra~lling 
sde.vmu~ polykqx (cf. [4]), i.e. 
t k clear that every ATSP can be solved as 21 linear m iximization problem over 
As E”;. contains the zero vector and all unit vectors, it is fully dimensional, i.e. 
dim ,‘F= nz. 
An inequ Gty ux s a0 is caked valid wkh respect to &. if p!+ 
I , x c 72”’ : ox s a,,). A valid i :; c:Piled ~ZCLW~W~ if the inequality 
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inequaL y ux < a, is called a facet of I’; if 
dim(~~n{x&P:~=~O~)=dim~~-l=m-l. 
Clearly, a facet is a maximal inequality. 
A theorem of polyhedral theory states that fully dimensional po?ytopes have a 
unique linear characterization; this implies that there exists a unique (up to a 
constant factor) finite non-redundant system of linear inequaiities AX < b such 
that & = (x ER” : Ax s b) and that this system is given by the set of all facets of 
&. In order to characterize p”, completely and non-redundantly we have to 
characterize all facets of &. 
It was shown in [4] that the trivial inequalities, the subtour elimination 
constraints, some comb inequalities and othilvr classes of inequalities define facets 
of &. But these inequalities are not sufficieilt to characterize &. In this paper we 
show the existence of a new class of facets which in contrast to the comb- and 
subtour-elimination constraints are highly complex. 
For an inequality ax s a, valid with respect to & we define its face to be 
H,:={xePT: GX = ao). In order to prove that an inequality ax s a, is a facet of 
I’+ we use the following technique. We consider any other valid inequality bx s b,, 
which satisfies H, c I-&, and show that b = nu where 7~ E!R - (01, which proves that 
dim I-I, = m - 1. The sum Cti,jje~ ij x will be abbreviated by x(E). The face of a 
valid inequality x(E)< r is denoted by I&. 
2. TriviaUy S 
We consider hypohamiltonian digraphs G = (V, E) of order H as subdigraphs of 
the complete digraph Kk, k 2 tz, thus every node carries a label 1,2, . . . , k and 
every arc e E E is an arc in Kk. Now, hypohamiltonian digrap.ls can be related to 
the asymmetric travelling salesman problem in that following way. 
op&tion 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be u flzypohumiltonian digruph of order n ‘Then the 
hypohumiltoniun inequality 
x(E)s n - 1 
is a ualid inequality with respect o p!i 1 w a!1 k 3 n. x(E) s n -- 1 is not tnaximal if 
k >n. 
Since G is 
eBimina:ion constraint x(E( 
facet (CL [41), a 
contains at most !I - 1 arcs of 
If k :’ n tkxn thz subtour- 
n - 1 is valid with respect to X i.0 fact it is a 
the h~ohamiito~~an i equality is not maximal. 
We are going to prove later t 
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asymmetric travellirlg salesman pol;,topes. Since the polytopes & and &+’ look 
rather similar-at first sight-it seems reaso labI<: to expect that all facets of i)T 
will also t:e facets of PF+’ after trivial lifting,, i.e. giving zero coefficients to the 
new variables. This anticipation is backed by the fact that all known facets of the 
asymmetric travelling salesm :n pol ytope ha\ e this property, see [4]. Proposition 
2. I. ‘Ilowever , shows that this is not the case for hypohamiltonian inequalities, i.e., 
if a hypohamiitonian inequaiity is a facet of pl;. then this facet is a particular 
property of the polytope of order n which is lot c hared by any other polytoye pk. 
kf n. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G’ == ( V, I?) be a hypoham iboitl!an digraph of order n such that 
any ilrequalify & S d, =uhich is UaL’d with re ipect to &- art& Tatisfies HEI c Ha has 
the p.sc+erty that there exists (Y > 0 such thcrt 
(fur = Q’ for all (u. u)E 2’. 
Then d,, == (n - 1) (Y and the hypohamiltoniar: inequality induce4 by any maximat 
hypoham&onian digraph G = (V, E) with E’ ~1 E is a facet of &. 
Let d:c s d,, be an snequality that 6 :itisfies the requirements above. By 
taliting a hamiltonian path in G’ and summing up the coefficients we get d,, = 
(n - 1 ICY. 
NOW let dx s .I,, be any valid inequality satisfying IfIT c I&. Since If,?* c HEI the 
conditi0p.s of the lemma imply that d,, = a f’or all (u, v) E E’. Let (u, W)E E -E’. 
G’ - u contains a hamiltonian circuit C that contains some arc (u, w). C, := (C - 
(f 11, w )}I U {( u, w)} is a hamiltonian path in 3, and hence d,, = (n - 1 ICX = d6 = 
f n - 2)(x + d, w. This ;mplies 
d,, = a for all (u, U)E E. 
Let (u, U) $ E, then because of maximalily G + (u, u) contains a hamiltonian 
circuir: C, that necessarily contains (u, u). C, = 63 -((u, u)) is a hamiltonian path in 
G and therefore dx cl - d,. Since dx’ c d,, \ve have dL,t) = 0. This implies d,,,, = 0 
for all (ly, “; )E EC1 - E. 
Aito@~er we have shown that d = cux(E) arld d,, =: (x(11 - 1) which proves that 
xtE)~12- I is a facet of pr. 
Tht_: hlmplest way to get a hypohamiltor, an digraph is to take a hypohamil- 
tonian graph G (cf. [1,2, 111) and substitute the two arcs (u, u),(2), u) for each 
edge (II. t)}, cf. [8]. Hypohamiltonian digrapl*l s or,tained this way are called triuially 
directed hypohamiltonian graphs and are c!r:ncted by c. Recall that a graph is 
called cubic If all nodes have degree three. r’ol, these we can show the following 
scsul t 
t G’ = [ V, E’] be a Lnubic C qpohamiltonian graph of order n and 
4j’ = f V, E’) its triuia~ 1 G=W. E) / x any maximal ~~ypoha~)~i~to~~a~ 
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digraph such that I?= E. Then rhe hypohamiitonian inequ&y 
is a facet of iirE. 
oaf. Let by s bO be a valid inequality with respect to .P;I. such that HE c Hb. 
Since G’ is cubic, every node z E V has exactly three neighbours in G’, say U, v, w. 
G’- M contains a hamiltonian cycle C which necessarily contains the chain 
(v, z, w), thus &- u contains a hamilionian circuit C:,, containing the path 
I$, 2, 4. The n-l arcs of the paths PI := (C,-{(v, z)))U((u, z)), 
&:=(C*-{( I, w)}, U{(z, u)} are in I!? and therefore X~I,X~~E HE. This implies 
0 = b,, - b,, = 6xPl- bx ‘2 = t-,, + 6,, - lpuz - b,,. 
By reverting the direction of C1 we get a circuit C2 containing the path [w, z, ~1. 
Similarly we obtain 
0 = b,, + b,, - bwz - b,,. 
By considering the other cases & - v, e’- w in the same way we get the 
following system of six equations in six unknowns 
The set of a19 solutions of this system is given by b,, = bUz = 21~‘~ = n-. b,, = 
!I = b,, := & Thus we can conclude that for every node u E V there a.*e & 
;: ER such that be = ~c for all e E o+(u), and 6, = ?r, for all e E o-(v). 
G’ is hypohnmiltonian implies that G is not bipartite; i.e. there is a c;jcle of 
odd length k in G’, and thus in G’ there exists an odd length sequence of ;trcs of 
the following type (v,, VA 03, ud, OS, lo4L (v,, u,), . . . , (a, VA h, VA. Hence 
v‘. . ral-. conclulde from the above result 
7~:~ = b,,,,, = v,, -= l - - = TT,_, = brt,vr._, = v:, = b.,,, = v;,, 
and have shown that there is a node u, E V with b, = 72, for aI1 e E o(u). This fact 
and the connectedne!;s of G imply !I~ = n for alI e E I!?. 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 2.2. 
3. 
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n exist if ano only if n 2 6. and that for 5.11 h esc n there a 
digral )hs which cannot be derived fro),. 11 iviAlv dire 
class of hypciiamiltonian digiaphs obt: incl t ;I; [8] are 
we will consdder in this section. 
Let pa3 ble odd, V={u,,a, ,..., C-Z&J ,,... ,b,} and E=AUBUD, where 
Then the digraph M, = (V, E) is called oA’rl Akguerite. 
It was shown in [rZj that od,l Margueril;c:s are hypohamiltonian digraphs, and 
that the Marguerite n/&,, whicl- has six n x-ler;, is the smalles: hypoh;imiltonian 
digraph, see also [3, 101. 
Let G = (V, E) be a hypo I amiltonian digraph. We say that two 






i-l 1 vitl 
Fig. 1 
satisfied: 
( I ) (Ui* Ii,), ( ::i, Ui ) E EC. 
(2) There exist different rodes I~i_,?r y__ 4 + ,, ui_2, ui _,, z’i+l E 1’ such that 
(2.1) there is a ham&or ian circuit C i G - u, which contains the path [Us__:,, 
14, 1. u, 17 ?-‘? ul+13 !4i+,],’ 
(2.2) there is a hamiltoirian circuit M IIII (3 -. u which ccntains the path [Vi._,!, 
Let G = (V, ,E) be u hypohum~ito&n digraph of m&v 
Rt a~_2, Ui_l. Ui, ,( 
&I,, be a oalid ir 13 
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014 1.4+1 = y, 
d = 
4 I.% I 4 
d”, l*U, = 
d 14,-1,4 --ck+s-y, 
d V,,Lc, = a + P - YY 
d u,.v, =CY+p-8, 
f. We construct several hamiltonian paths 7;, Sj i: G the incidence vectors of 
which are contained in I-& and hence satisfy dx =G do with equality. For simpler 
index calculations we set 1 = ~i-2, 2 = Ui_1, 3 = Ui_rr4= Ui, 5 = Ui+l, 6~ Ui+ly 7 = Ui, 
8 = vi--2, thus-by assumption -the nodes 4,7 satisfy structur-e 1, and the path in 
C is [ 1: 2,3.4,5,6], the path in M is [8$3,2,7,6,5]. (See Fig. 2.) 
Define: 
T,:=(C-[2,31)u[2,7], &:=(c-[1,2,3,4])LI[3,2,7,4], 
Ts:= (C-[13,4l)u[7,4], T4:= (C-[4,5])U[4, ‘/‘I, 
S,:=(K-[3,2])U[3 41, S 2 : = 6 -[8,3,2,7]) L)[2,3,4,7], 
S J:=(K-C2,71)u[4,7], s, : = (K -- [7,6-j) u [7, L.-l. 
C contains an zc (8, u) where u is some node u E V, while K contains some arc 
(1, u) UC V. We define 
r,:=(C-([8, +J[2,31U[5,61))‘J([% 3]U[2,7,61), 
‘L : = ( C - 423, u] LB [2,3,4])) U ([8,3] U [2,7,4]), 
S ~:=(=([l,~]U[‘:.2]U[6,5]))U@1,2]U[3,4,5]), 
S,:=(K-([1, u]U[3,2,7]))u([l, 2ju[3,4,7]). 
The matrix corresponding to the following 8 equations 
&J-l -dxTz=dxT,-dxT~=dxT,-dxTJ=dxT5-CLXT~=() 
dxs. - d’& = &% - CEjc” = dxs, - dx% _= &s< - dx% = ,o 
c 
L 7 6 
8 3 4 5 
Fig. 2. 
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has by conL;truction the fpllowing form: 
12 23 27 32 34 45 47 56 6S 7 
--. 
1 --I 1 - 
-11 I - 
-1 1 1-I 
1 -1 - 
-1 1 -1 
1-l 1 -1 
-1 1 - 
1 I--‘{ -1 
76 83 
1 
This miltsix cnntains an @,8) upper trl:mgular matrix with *l on the main 
diagonal, hence it is of rank 8. It is easy to calculate that the null-space of this 
matrix can be represented in the way sta sd in the lemma. 
osition 3.3. Let A4, = (V, E) be an od, ’ Marguerite with p 3 5, E = A U B U D, 
ufjd /e, a5 G d,, be a ualiLi inequality with respect to &- such that HE c Hd. Then 
there exist cy, p E R with 
d,,. =cx WA, v)EA, 
d,,, = p WA. I?) E B, 
d 
L4L = ;kY + p, V(r.4, L’k D. 
d,, = $z - l)(a + p). 
Clearly every pair ai, bi of node,\ i == 1. . . . , p satisfies structure 1. By 
applying Lemma 3.2 to a3, h3 we fir$)t g _ t from 3.2(a) 1 hat &,,, = &, = (Y and 
from 3.2(b) that dhlh, = dblhJ = /3. Now we apply Lemma .3.2 consecutively to the 
node pair!; a.+ h,; c/-I, h,; . . . ; u,, b,; uz, B .; a,, b,; . . . : c+ _,, bp_1 obtaining 
e\ that d ,,,, = dv for all (u, t’) E . I,, and similarly we get d,,, = /ITI for alI 
The applicaticn ot‘ Lemma 3.2 as de5 ,-ribed above also gives the following 
identities via (b) ;jnd (e): p = p + y - S i.e y =: 6, ,nd via (c) and 
i.e. 2y = LY + 6. Therefore we have d,, = J.Y -- /3) for all (~4, U)E 
The incidence vector of the hamiltoni: I path P = 
in s 1: isfiw d.up = d,,. y the results a ovt: 
+&(c. t [3, = gil- 
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roposition 3.3 s ows that odd Marguerites almost induce facets since any fzce 
containing the face generated by Marguerites can be parameterized by t\No 
parameters only. ’ 
. Let n = 2p wkre p 2 5 and odd. Let ML = (V, E’) be aa odd 
Marguerite where IWO arcs of the form (%+I, a,), (ai, ai. 1) or (bi+l, bi), (bi, hi_,) dare 
added. Let G = (ki E) be any nzaximl~l izypoharnilton!‘an digraph of order n with 
E’cE. Then 
x(E)~n- 1 
is a j&et of P+. 
roof. It should be clear that ra/r; is also a hypohamiltonian digraph. 
Let dx 6 do be a valid inequality with respect to & such that HE c I-&. The 
coefficients d,, for (u, u) in A$., are given by Proposition 3.3. 
W.1.o.g. we may assume that the arcs added are (a,, a2) (a,, al). Mp -- a2 
contains a hamiltonian circuit C containing ihe arcs (ap, a,) and (b,, b2). ‘IIen 
C l:=(C-[b,, bJ)U[a,, bZ] and &:=(C-[ap, aJ)U[a,, a,] are hamiltonian 
paths in Mp resp. M’,. We obtain 
d,, = dxcl = 4(?++P!+(p-l)(cw+p) 
and 
0 = d,, - d, = dxcl - d.xcz = d,,, + dap,, 
=$(cyif3)+~a!-d~,, -fl _ 1 
==$(n--l)(a-i-P) 
and thus d,,,, == _ :(3a - /3). Similarly, we can show d,+, = $(3cu - p). 
On the other hand Mp - a, contains a hamiltonian circuit K which contains tile 
path [a,, b,. b,, b2, a2, a3, b3}, thus the pat5 
K l:=(K-([h,, b,lut&, a2, a3, b3])) ‘-;([a,, a2, a,, b,] Cjtb2, b31) 
is hamiltonian tn Mb ana therefore 
which shows IX = p, and hence 
cd,,, = 4x for alli (61, &(I E 
Now Lemma 2.2 i ‘Fw-1 is a facet of 
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Fig. 3 
4 
(cur - CM Vtu,v)~A, &,,=-@ V(LC,+EB. d, = $( a! + 6) V( u, 11) E D. However, the 
d-graph obtained from M, by adding tw\ arcs (q,,, ai), (q, a(_,) or (bi+l, bi), 
!!!r, 5i. 1) is not hypohamihonian, thus The: rem 3.4 is not applicable. 
The maximal hq pahamiltonian digraph containing M3 are those digraphs 
where two arcs of tne form L:Cli+r, Ui), (bi ,, b, ) are added. Unfortunately these 
c!igraphs do not induct facets since one can show that LI~+~+, = $a! -$ and 
d,,., b, = ; p - &II holds. The in-equalities ir;c iced by these digraphs are subfacets, 
i.e. are the intersection of two facets. S (nce P; is a monotone polytope all 
coefficients of d have to be nonnegative: a.nl the right hand side positive. Thus, by 
taking the extremal vahle.; for CY and p WC get the two desired facets by setting 
CY = 3p or @ = 3ar. Therefore, the lacets tha arc generated by the Marguerites M3 
;lre of the form 
or 
x(ti:)-t2x(k))+3x(A)i_4x,+,,, 6 : .) 
x(A)+2x(D)i_3x(B)-t4x,*,,~,!~ 11. 
where we fixed the parameter p to be I i I the fir:jt and 3 in the second case. 
The digraph induced by the positive c,oc Ficients nf the first inequality is also a 
hypohamiltonian digraph, cf. Fig. 3. TI erefore we have an example of a 
ypohamrltonian digraph which induces a icet of j”, in an unexpectedly compli- 
cated way in that the arcs have to be weigll :ed and Ltre not just surnmed up in the 
r, r-f Proposition 2. I. 
p!e ,iiso shows thil*t even the I\ nail poEytope p$. has facets whi(:h are 
x and t’ar away frcm having 1, 1 )-coefficients only 
to t I ivially directed hypohal tiltonian gra s and ~[~g~e~~tes sev- 
rt:e ccnstructions were shown to be 
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y~ohami~tonian i will consider those hypohamiltonian 
are arguerites in these constructions. 
describing the constructions we rcxtrict ourselves to Marguerites, the general 
techniques are described in [8]. UrtiE the end of this paragraph the nodes of an 
odd Marguerite MP are labeled a,, a2,. . . , LQ,, bl, h,, . . . , bp and the nodes of I& 
are labeled ai, a$, . . . , ai, b:, 65, . . .) b& 
CMlS c io 
digraph obtained by 
Let p, q 2 5, be two odd Margueri’es. Let (2’ be : fie 
add and Mq, identifying one node of Mp and one IIC le 
of M,, ssy a, and a{, into a node x and by adding the arcs N = {(b,, a;), (b;, c !), 
(c”p, !I:), (a:, b,)}, cf. Fig. 4. Then G’ is a hypohamiltonian digraph. 
. (a) It is easily seen that all airs of nodes ai, bi, i = 3, . . . , p - 1, and 
a;, b;, j = 3,. . . , q- 1, satisfy structure 1, cf. Definition 3.1. 
(b) Furthermore, it is not hard to check that the pair of nodes a2, bz satisfies 
structure 1 with respect to the nodes a& x, a3 (for a*) and bP5 b,, b3 (for b2), i.e. 
there is a hamiltonian circuit C in G’- a2 containing the path [a;, x, bI, b2, !I~, a,3, 
and in G’- b2 there is a hamiltonian circuit containing the path 
[b,, bl, x, q2, c13, &]. Simikly, the nodes ap, hP satisfy structure 1 since there is a 
harililtonian circuit CP in G’- ap containing the path [%_2, a~_~, bP_-l, bP, bI, x], 
and there is a hamiltonian circuit KP in G’-b, containing 
PJp-2, &-tr up-1, ap, x9 hl. 
.2. L?t G’ = (V, E’) be a hypohamiltonian digrclph of order pz obtaid 
from two odd Marguerites Mp, 4 be Constmction HH2. Then the inequality 
x(E)< n - 1 is f-1 facet of & for all maximal h*ypohamiltonian &graphs G = (V, E) 
with E’c E. 
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‘I%& Let dx G d, be a [alid inequality such *th. : HE c Hd. We applv Lemma 3.2. 
By Remark 4.1 CS,, b2 and the nolde pairs a , 6,; a,, 6,; . . . : t+,+ bp_l satisfy 
structure 1, thus we gel: 
d aq’.x = da,,,, = dad,,, = l l - = d_& = iy, 
d b,,b, - d,,,b3 = dh4,bS = . - - = dlb,_,.4, = fir, 
d h,.x = db3.a, = db+a, =z * * * = 4,.a, = ~1 
d x.b, = da,,b3 = da5,6s = . . . = d%,b, = 8, 
d b2.az =Cf+p-y, 









Bjl applying Lemma 3.2 to the pairs of node G as, 6,; a,, 6,; . . . ; t+,, bp which 
satisfy structure 1 according lo Remark 4.1 we obtain 
p i- y -- 6 = db, b2 = db, b4 = ’ l l = &&, = [: * . by (2) and (8), 
.cY + p - y = db,,a2 = db,.% = l l l = db,,x = 1, by (3) and (51, 
(II + 8 - y = c&,~ L= dU,,Uq = l l l = d+,x by (7), 
i.e. we have y = S and y = S = $((Y + /3). Th IS v s have shown 
d z a,,.x dx,,, = dy.% *,= a, ,i=2.. .,I -1, (9) 
d b,.b, = db,.b,,, = 6 i=l.. .,I’ -3, (10) 
d a,.h = (it,,% = 3< t!t + p), Ii=‘,. .,I 01) 
d x.b, = db,,x =+(, + p), 02) 
d . 
a, - ‘X 
=a (13) 
By symmetry we obtain for the other Mar:uer! te 1% using (13): 
&,,,I = da;,* = dq’+ = ix, j = 2, . . , q - 1, 
d b,‘.b,‘+, = $‘,b,’ = &, j=r,.. ,q-T, 




d x,b!’ = db,‘,x = $2 i- E). (17) 
Now, iifp -a, contai;ls a hamiltoni n I ircuit @r containin; the path 
[Q.,,, b,, 1~1, & a2, a,] *and M,, - ai contain5 a iamiltonian circuit C 2 containing 
E ai,- 1, CIQ, b& b’,, b$, a;]. The paths 
C ‘:=(G--#2, a2)~)U(Ck-~{(b~, &))I J((;r:, azj,fbz, a$))), 
( :‘:= (C, -((b,, e>)> u (G -.i(b$, 4 G)) 1 J-k 4, W a&), 
K :=(CI --[!b,, h)lbJCG--((b”,, b$))( ((b’,, x), (x, b,)}) 
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are hamiltonian paths in G’. Since HE c I-& ant K +;iozs not contain any arc of N 
we can calcul3te from (9)-( 17) 
d(-j=dXK =~p(ar+p)+~p-l)cr+~p-1;,, 




4 2.a2 ’ = 425a2 
and similarly we get by symmetry 
d o9’.4 = d+b;* 
Using (18) and 
+(q-l)ar+(q+l)E)+a+~,~~, 
we obtain k,o,O = a. NOW (19) implies 
4 2.01 - - db2’.a1 = a, 
and similarly (20) gives 
d %‘.4, = d Cb.64’ = a 
We define two ne\y hamiltonian paths in G’: 
s :=(CI - b, a*)}) U(C&b$, b$, u;ll) U((b& x), (b’,, a2))U[bl, b2, ai], 
T:= (c7, -[b,, &, q,n U(Cz--((b:, a;l))) u((b,, x), (b,, q$)}U[b:, &, a,]. 
BY taking the difference of the incidence vectors we get from (17), (IO), (12)) 
(15) 
Therefore 6 = E. 
Considering one more hamiltonian path in 6’ we will get the &sired result 
4x= P =c. Let 
P:= (Cl -[“p, bp, bI, b2, a2, a3D U(G~--~U&~, ai, b& bk bL 411 




- ~(p-l)(cu+p)+KP-3)CYC~(I) . l)j3 
+$(q--lJ(a-tp) t$(q-3)a!+:_I I-- 1)6+4a 
=(p+qkx+(pt-q-2)p 
.-ind this implies cy == p. 
Altogether we have shown now that 
d,,. = cy for all II 2.4. u 1 E E’. 
Lemma 2.2 completes the proof of the thee 
By using odd Mar-guerites in Constructi< 
digraphs. 
*em. 
I I-!Hl of [8] we get the following 
Let Mp, Mq’ p, q Xi. be 
igrsph obtsinlscl from 
(u:, a: J. Take any node of f&, ‘say n,, ; 
(1: ,, a:. uf,,, say al,. Le’c NP = M,---a,, I\b 
and N, and identify the nodes h, and b’, in 
the arcs (bi,, u2). (a:, b2), (b,, a$), (c+,, &) at’ 
hypohamiltonian digraph. 
wo odd Marguerites. Let ML be the 
!&, by adding two ales (u[+~, a:), 
Id any node of M,, different from 
= M:, - al,. We add the digraphs NP 
J one node z. Furthermore, we add 
i call this digraph G’. Then G’ is a 
liltonim &graph of order n obtained 
kd irt Construction HHl. Let G = 
A with E’ c E. Then the hypohamil- 
x(E)Sn-1. 
The i3roof of Thecx: em 4.3 is iechnically little ‘more complicated ?han that of 
Theorem i. .2, but &es nh.>t require any nel ideas, therefore it is only outlined. 
Oh\~iously. most of :he node pairs a,, h, s; isf!l structure 1, thus we can apply 
Lernm3; 3.2 like i!l t’-se proof of 4.2. The on i diffic.:ulty arises with the node pairs 
CI?. hz; a;, b;; c1,, h,,; u$ 1):. But here simila ar;;uments like in Lemma 3.2 allow 
the conclusion that certain arcs will carr thz :;a6 le weight T. Putting these 
observations together, making use of the ri :wl;~ add.ed arcs. and of Lemma 2.2 
n show that any valid ineqnality $x % d, -Jvirrh is a multiple of the 
IT -- 1 W!T ch proves the theorem. 
s presented in [S] is the 
f( rlSt [Vi -ag 
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p, q SS be two odd Marguerites. Take one 
arbitrary node from each digraph :!$, and Mq, say a, and al,. Let NP : = 
Nq:=h/zr- al,. Add N, and Nq identifying the nodes a, ano a$ into one node z,, 
:he nodes 6, and h’, into z2, and the nodes u2, c?G into the node z3, and call this 
digraph 6’. Then G’ is a hypohamiltonian digraph. 
. Let 6’ = (,V, E’) be a hypohamiltonian digraph obtained from two 
odd Marguerites as dt$ned in Construction HH3. Then for any maximal 
hypoharniltonian digrapl. C = (V, E) with E’ c E the inequality 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is also similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 and 
therefore omitted. Again, use is made of structure 1, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 2.2 
I,early in the same fashion. Complication only arises in considering the new nodes 
zl, z2, z3 and their neighbours. But here use can be made of the fact that we are 
able to describe the hamiltonian circuits in a vertex-deleted Marg,uerite exactly. 
It is known, cf. [ 1,2, 111. that cubic hypohamiltonian graphs of order n = 10 
and of every even I,>rder n z-‘= 18 exist (except possibly for 24 and 32). Since the 
trivial direction of these graphs gives rite to hypohamiltonian facets of Fr l-y 
Theorem 2.3. we know that for all these n the asymmetric travelling salesman 
polytopes have complicated facets of tl-is type. Furthermore, by considering 
Marguerites ano! t e Constructions HH , HH2, IIH3 using Marguerites, cf. 
Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, we obtained hypohamiltonian digraphs of orders 10, 14, 
15 and 4k + 1, 4k +2, 4k i3, k ~4, which induce facets of the asymmetric 
travelling sa!esman polytope, thus altogether we have hypohamiltonian facets of 
p’;, for all n 2 14 (except 16, 24, 32). 
‘We actually know more hypohamiltoniarl &graphs that induce facets of asym- 
metric lraveliing salesman polytopes, ut unfortunately t 
are rather involved and we did not s ccc d in fincIing a co 
them like e.g. the su n [5] for a hypoh iltonian or hypotrace- 
able graph to indu e monotone sy 
polytape. 
the hypohami~to~ia~ 
58 M. Gr6rscfre1, I’. VQi 
We 17aire also tried to check whether hypol, 
the po!ytope Pq = conv(x” cs R m : T hamil ton 
sideret; in [ 71. Since th\= dimension of thrs pi 
of the type given above become quite awkwa 
shown that the facets of P!: given in Remark 
completions of the hypohamiltonian digraDh 
of PC. thus it seems likely that most of the 
over to PF, 
abayashi 
~miltonlian digraphs i,nduce facets of 
an circuit in I&}, m =: n( n - l), con- 
lytope is n(n- 3) + l,, cf. [7], proofs 
d. ESy numerical calculation we have 
I.5 are also facets of P$, and that all 
of order 7, see above, induce facets 
hypohamiltonian face& of I”$ carry 
It wzs sIlown in [6] that a combinatorial spt imization problem is solvable in 
polynomial time if and only if the separation problem for the associated polytopz 
is solvable in polynomial time; in our case, the ATSP is solvable in polynomial 
tirne if and only if we c;in solve the followin ; problem in polynomial time: given 
Y&P”-:) conclude with one of the folio\, ing (a) asserting that y E Pk or (b) 
firlding a vector c 4P”- ‘) such that cx <cl for all c E pr;, Wi: believe that the 
hypohamiltonian facets of I’+ and the hygotl: aceable facets given in [9] con&IU:~ 
an obstacie for designing a polynomial separ. tion algorithm. The reason is that to 
date no nearly satisfactory characterizatic,il L If hypohamiltonian or hypotraceable 
digraphri has been found and that it appears .o be difficult to recbgnize whether a 
digraph is hypohamiitonian or not (the cl ,mplexity status of this problem is 
unknown, in the straightforward method 0’1 e @-complete problem and n NP- 
complete problems have to be solved). Al.1 f separation algorithm must handle 
some maximal hypohamiltonian and hypotli iceable digraphs either implicitly or 
explicitly, and we have no idea how this 1 ould be done. Furthermore, in our 
opiniokl the results above inda.cate that a cc nplete linear characterization of the 
trava i6ing salesman polytope can never be gi, e,n explicitly, but this is of course just 
speculation. 
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